OUR JOB OFFER
KINDERGARTEN BIBERBAU
„Strong roots and a free spirit“ is the basic principle of the Biberbau. Open for children aged
between six months to three years and three to six years, we combine Montessori- and Emmi
Pikler-pedagogics with a bilingual language concept in German and English. Our partially open
room concept and various open areas in our garden create the ideal environment for curiosity
and creativity. In addition, we set a high value on skilled personnel – pedagogues who optimally
support and foster children in their individual growth, inspired by their own ideas.
KINDERGARTEN BIBERBAU IS LOOKING FOR
Native Spealer English m/f/d (Fulltime 40 h or part time 10h, 20h or 30h)
WHAT YOU OFFER
•

You have a degree as a Social Education Assistant or as a Childcare Worker or a
comparable educational degree

•

You are respectful and caring towards children; your aim is to foster the children's
individual needs and interests.

•

You have highly professional and social competences. Theories of the Montessori- and/or
Emmi Pikler-pedagogics are familiar to you, respectively; you are ready to absolve
additional training

•

You are a reliable team worker, consider yourself as the parent's partner and actively
contribute your skills to the development of our Kindergarten.

WHAT WE OFFER
•

In our facilities in Munich Bogenhausen with 5 nursery groups and in Munich Freiham
with 3 nursery an 3 kindergarten groups , we offer you a trustful cooperation in a
committed team as well as individual development

•

Our pedagogic concept, our large and spacious rooms and our high quality interior meet
the highest standards for a modern work environment. We give you the chance to tap the
full potential of your skills while accompanying the children in their development.
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•

We offer unlimited work contracts, payment according to TvöD with various allowances
and flexible working hours, travel allowances for ÖPNV, continuous advanced training as
well as max. 30 leave days per year. We also offer help by finding apartments in Munich
and we offer several apartments for employees at reasonable prices.

Please send your complete application documents including certificates and references to the
following email-address: administration@kita-biberbau.de. We are explicitly looking forward to
applications from motivated entrants as well. Written application documents sent via normal
mail cannot be returned. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us any time.
We are looking forward to meeting you in person!
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